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AN INTRODUCTION TO ROCKETS AND GUIDED MISSILES

Yeh Chia-K'ang

Rocket technology is one of the technical fields that have developed
rapidly in recent time. But even so, it has a long history. According
to records of the Sung Dynasty, in the year 1000 A.D. T'ang Fu suggested
to the emperor that rockets be manufactured. At the time when the Sung
armies defended against the invading Chin troops, rockets were already
in wide application. China is the birthplace of rockets, which is a

fact that is publicly recognized by all the nations of the world. But
because of miany years under feudal domination, this area of scientific

technology in our country has never been developed.

At the beginning of the twentieth century, the Russian scientist
K. E. Tsiolkovskiy made outstanding contributions to the problems of

rocket technology and space navigation when he put
:5. 'forward plans for multistage rockets and man-made

satellites, as well as theories on space navigation,
0-:. etc. However, due to limits in technical levels at

that time, his ideas were not realized.
S.

S"During the last phases of World War II and in

"the postwar period many nations paid serious attention
to the development of rocket technology. The

Russians made magnificent conTributions 1- area.

Fig. 1. An
ancient Chinese
rccket.
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Since October 1957, the Soviets have successfully launched three

man-made Earth satellites and three space rockets. On the basis of

these significant scientific achievements, in order to prepare for the
launching of large scale Earth satellites and to carry out space flight
to the planets of our solar system, on January 20th of this year the

Soviet Union again successfully launched a large multistage rocket into

an area in the Pacific. Not counting the final stage, the range of the
rocket was 12,500 kilometers and its impact point was less than two

kilometers from the planned target. It can be said that this successful

launch is a new giant step for mankind along the road to conquering
the universe.

Types of Rockets

ed
It has been only ten-odd years since the end of World War II, but

d rocket technology has had astonishing developments. Several nations

have designed and manufactured many kinds of rockets. Basically,

rockets can be divided into five major categories based on the various
launching and target locations. They are air-to-air, air-to-ground,

ground-to-air, ground-to-ground, and ground-to-space rockets.

Air-to-air rockets are carried on aircraft and are used to attack

enemy aircraft in flight. It is very difficult to attack and hit an

enemy aircraft by using ordinary artillery, since the flight speed and

maneuverability of modern fighter planes are very high. H--ever, when

air-to-air rockets are used it is a very different story. Because there

are control systems installed within this kind of rocket, it can be

aimed at the enemy plane automatically or controlled by the pilot via

radio. Therefore, we also call this type of rocket an air-to-air

guided missile.

Air-to-ground missiles are launched from aircraft against targets

on the ground or on the sea. Because antiaircraft firepower is stronger

than ever, it would be very dangerous for an aircraft to bomb a talget

"by direct overhead aiming as was done in the past. Moreover, it would

be difficult to 1rop bombs accurately on the target. Whnen an air-to-

ground missile is used, it can be fired at a great distance from the

2



target by using control systems to direct its flight to the target.

Distance from the target can be as far as several hundred kilometers.

This is not only safe and reliable, but it also can increase firing

accuracy.

Fig. 2. Air-to-aIr
missiles mounted on

"- an airplane.

GRAPHIC NOT
REPRODUCIBLE

Ground-to-air rockets may also be called antiaircraft rockets.

They are launched from the ground or warships against airborne targets.

Due to the fact that the flight speeds and altitudes of modern bombers

have been greatly increased, it is difficult to obtain good results by

using ordinary antiaircraft artillery. But attack altitude and attack

accuracy can be greatly boosted through the use of guided antiaircraft

missiles. At the same time, because its attack range may reach several

hundred kilometers, this type of rocket can protect a larger area

against overhead attackers. Therefore, this type of rocket has drawn

a good deal of attention.

Ground-to-ground rockets are launched from the ground (or warships)

to attack enemy ground or sea targets. The firing range of this type

of rocket may be less than one hundred kilometers (short range) or

greater than ten thousand kilometers (long range). The famous Soviet
F Katyusha rocket launcher which frightened the German Fascists during

World War II belongs to the class of unguided short-range rockets. The

tactical mission of this type of rocket is usually to kill the enemy

on the battlefield or to blow up ene-W fortresses.

Ground-to-ground rockets are often used to attack atrategically

significant targets behind enemy lines. Because of their rather

FTD-HT-23-576-70 3



long firing range, it is necessary that they be controllable. Moreover,

they are sometimes mounted with powerful nuclear warheads.

ORAPHIC NoT
REPRODUCIBLE

3.1. J

Fig. 3. Soviet long-range missiles
on display in Red Square.

The "ground-to-space" type rockets have only appeared in the past

* three years. The rockets carrying man-made satellites and the space
C rockets successfully launched by the Soviets all belong to this category.

A characteristic of this type of rocket is a very high flight speed.

1I For instance, the speed of the three space rockets launched by the

Soviets surpassed 11.2 km/s. If we add the operation of the final stage

to the large type multistage ballistic rockets successfully launched

at that time, their speeds would have been even greater. Another

characteristic of this type of rocket is that it demands that the

ps) control system operate very accurately. If there is the slightest

error, it could lead to a launch failure.

General Structure of Rockets

he No matter how many types of rockets there now are, their components

are basically the same. Generally speaking, rockets that use liquid

fuels are composed of the following several parts.

Nose jection: The nose sections on military rockets are filled

with powerful explosives or mounted with nuclear warheads. Nonmilitary

Best Available Copy



rockets z,,n carry measuring instruments used for various scientific

research, nan-made satellites, etc.

satellite
third stages .olid fuel engine

instrument compartment
nasYmmtric dimethyl-
hydrasine tank

Sspherical gas bottle Fig. 4. Three-stage
booster for man-made

n ;ntrio acid tank Earth satellite.

second stage
-- liquid fuel engine

L liquid oxygen tanks

kerosene tank

I-apherlcal gas bottle

. hydrogen monoxide tank
~ rturtbopump

"•irst stage
-..L liquid fuel engine

Instrument compartment: Used for placement of various instruments

and energy sources for control of the flight of the rocket. When the

flight of the rocket is controlled from the ground, it is used for

placement of radio transceivers and other items. If the rocket is to

fly automatically according to a predetermined trajectory (flight route),

it must have a set of auzoipatic control mechanisms installed on board

to transmit commands at c -tain intervals to cause the rocket to make

predetermined angular turns.

Fuel compartment: This part contains the two large oxidizer and

fuel storage tanks. From a weight aspect, the fuel represents a large

portion of the rocket's total weight.

Fuel feed system: The function of this system is normally to

transport the fuel from the storage tanks to the engine for combustion.

At present many rockets are using turbopumps to inject fuel into the

engine.

FTD-HT-2 3-576-70 5
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Engine: This is the motive power source of the entire rocket.

1he operating time of a rocket engine is comparatively short, generally

only about a few seconds to a few minutes. Burning a large amount of

fuel in such a short time and ejecting the vapors from the engine at a

very high speed (approximately 3000 meters per second) and thus producing

a large amount of thrust causes the rocket to gain a high flight speed.

Control mechanism: This is a mechanism which controls the rocket's

flight according to orders sent out from the control instruments. At

present there are many types of rocket control mechanisms. For instance,

the combustion chamber, rotary engines, small single oscillating engines,

etc., can be used to control the flight. In addition to the above-

mentioned components, air defense guided missiles and drone-type guided

missiles should also have wings to produce lift.

Solid fuel rockets and liquid fuel rockets are not very different

in structure. The structure of a solid fuel rocket is simpler in that

it does not have a fuel feed system or a separate fuel chamber. Because

the engine of the solid fuel rocket is a part of the rocket itself, it

is used as both a storage tank and an engine.

Intercontinental Missiles

In modern weaponry the weapon that draws the most attention is

the intercontinental missile. It can carry a nuclear warhead, which

makes it a very powerful destructive strategic weapon. The range of

this type of rocket can reach over 8000 kilometers. In order to

launch the rocket to such a distance, it is necessary that the speed

of the rocket will be 6.7 km/s or over when the engine stops.

Computations show that if today's chemical fuels are used, single stage

rockets are unable to reach this high speed. Thus, intercontinental

missiles are all multistage. The Soviet Union was the first in the
world to successfully test-launch an intercontinental missile in

August 1957. Its range was over 8000 kilometers. At this great

distance its error from the impact point did not exceed 20 kilometers.
Such a slight deviation would not affect the battle results of such

a powerful weapon. Because its speed is so great, up until now tnere

FTD-HT-23-576-70 6



has been no way to defend against it. Presently the Soviet Union is

already able to produce intercontinental missiles in quantity. This

undoubtedly strengthened the Socialist camp and world peace power,

which destroys the imperialist dream of starting wars. If the large

multistage ballistic rocket successfully and accurately launched by the

Soviets on January 20th of this year were used as an intercontinental

missile, we can imagine what its power would have been.

P.-0• instrument compartment

fuel storage tank

." . middle separation gap

oxidizer storage tank

* fuel line -,4 engine compartment
* *K main engine
.small oscillating

" engine
.- , . . / 4;

fuel feed system
turbopump

Fig. 5. Structural diagram of a Thor IRBM vehicle.

United States imperialism, in order to reach its aggressive

objectives, has done its utmost to develop rocket weaponry in recent

years and has constantly carried out testing. However, due to technical

drawbacks, these tests always ended in failure. For instance, the
"Atlas" missile about which America always boasts is well-known for its

test failures. We can be sure that these missiles will never be able

to rescue the imperialists from their "downward day-by-day" fate.

FTD-HT-23-R76-70 7
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